Background: The SQUAMOSA promoter binding protein-like (SPL) proteins are plant-specific transcription factors (TFs) that function in a variety of developmental processes including growth, flower development, and signal transduction. SPL proteins are encoded by a gene family, and these genes have been characterized in two model grass species, Zea mays and Oryza sativa. The SPL gene family has not been well studied in moso bamboo (Phyllostachys edulis), a woody grass species. Results: We identified 32 putative PeSPL genes in the P. edulis genome. Phylogenetic analysis arranged the PeSPL protein sequences in eight groups. Similarly, phylogenetic analysis of the SBP-like and SBP proteins from rice and maize clustered them into eight groups analogous to those from P. edulis. Furthermore, the deduced PeSPL proteins in each group contained very similar conserved sequence motifs. Our analyses indicate that the PeSPL genes experienced a large-scale duplication event~15 million years ago (MYA), and that divergence between the PeSPL and OsSPL genes occurred 34 MYA. The stress-response expression profiles and tissue-specificity of the putative PeSPL gene promoter regions showed that SPL genes in moso bamboo have potential biological functions in stress resistance as well as in growth and development. We therefore examined PeSPL gene expression in response to different plant hormone and drought (polyethylene glycol-6000; PEG) treatments to mimic biotic and abiotic stresses. Expression of three (PeSPL10, −12, −17), six (PeSPL1, −10, −12, −17, −20, −31), and nine (PeSPL5, −8, −9, −14, −15, −19, −20, −31, −32) genes remained relatively stable after treating with salicylic acid (SA), gibberellic acid (GA), and PEG, respectively, while the expression patterns of other genes changed. In addition, analysis of tissue-specific expression of the moso bamboo SPL genes during development showed differences in their spatiotemporal expression patterns, and many were expressed at high levels in flowers and leaves. Conclusions: The PeSPL genes play important roles in plant growth and development, including responses to stresses, and most of the genes are expressed in different tissues. Our study provides a comprehensive understanding of the PeSPL gene family and may enable future studies on the function and evolution of SPL genes in moso bamboo.
Background
Moso bamboo (Phyllostachys edulis), a large woody bamboo species that is widely distributed in Asia, possesses great economic, ecological, and cultural values. P. edulis accounts for almost 70% of the total area dedicated to bamboo cultivation in China, and is used in the manufacture of paper, timber, art wares, and also as a food resource [1] . As a perennial plant, moso bamboo is usually characterized by rapid growth and a long vegetative period before flowering [2] . Because SPL genes are known to regulate inflorescence branching and kernel development along with other major physiological processes, it is important to probe the underlying function of moso bamboo SPL (PeSPL) genes to understand the regulation of flowering in bamboo.
In addition, transcriptional control depends on TFs, which can regulate gene expression in response to stresses such as drought, cold, and salinity, as well as pathogen stimuli and phytohormones. Thus, TFs are involved in regulating defense responses and gene regulation networks in plant growth and development. The SPL genes encode a special family of TFs that are unique to plants [3] . SPL proteins contain a highly conserved DNAbinding domain, the SBP domain, which consists of approximately 79 amino acid residues that include ten conserved cysteine and histidine residues. The SBP domain comprises two zinc-binding sites and individual DNAbinding and nuclear localization domains [4, 5] . The two SPL genes (AmSBP1 and AmSBP2) first isolated from the snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus, were identified based on their direct interaction with a promoter sequence motif in SQUAMOSA, a floral meristem identity gene [4] . The first SPL gene identified in Arabidopsis was SPL3, which was shown to promote flowering under long day conditions. In addition, AtSPL3 binds to a conserved cis-element in the promoter region of APETALA1, a floral meristem identity gene that is an ortholog of SQUA, similar to the snapdragon genes AmSBP1 and AmSBP2 [6] .
Previous biochemical and physiological studies have demonstrated that the SPL family of TFs have positive functions in controlling plant development. In Arabidopsis, all 16 SPL genes in the genome have been identified [7] , and they play essential roles in leaf development [8] , flower development [9] , shoot development [10] , sporogenesis [11] , fertility [12] , reproductive stage and nutritional changes [13] , plant hormone signal transduction [14] , and leaf primordia interval formation [15] . The SPL genes are also involved in the regulation of copper homeostasis [16] and the gibberellic acid (GA) response [17] . At present, the SPL gene family has been isolated, identified, and characterized in a number of plant species including silver birch [18] , green alga [19] , rice [20] , moss [21] , maize [22] , Populus trichocarpa [23] , tomato [24] , grape [25] , apple [26] , melons [27] , Salvia miltiorrhiza [28] , castor bean [29] , Gossypium hirsutum [30] , Prunus mume [31] , petunia [32] , citrus [33] , peanut [34] , chrysanthemum [35] , and pepper [36] . However, the SPL proteins in moso bamboo have not been studied, and their functions are unclear at present.
With the rapid development of high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies, genome sequencing has provided us with an opportunity to perform a genome-wide analysis of the SPL genes in moso bamboo. In this study, we conducted the first systematic, comprehensive analysis of the SPL genes in Phyllostachys edulis. We identified 32 putative PeSPL transcription factor genes, and systematically analyzed their structure, phylogenetic relationships, predicted conserved motifs, evolutionary patterns and divergence, cis-elements, and expression levels in response to different treatments and in five different organs.
Methods

Database searches for moso bamboo SPL genes
To identify the SPL gene members in moso bamboo, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) profiles of all sequences containing an SBP domain (PF03110) were used to search the National Center for Gene Research database (http:// www.ncgr.ac.cn/bamboo) [37] . In addition, in order to verify the identity of these putative PeSPLs, the nonredundant candidate SPL genes in moso bamboo were identified using the InterproScan program to confirm the existence of the conserved SBP domain, and all of the SBPlike genes without an SBP domain were discarded [38] . Information for the PeSPL genes and predicted proteins, including CDS lengths, the predicted number of amino acids, and physicochemical parameters were obtained from the Bamboo GDB (http://www.bamboogdb.org).
Phylogenetic analyses and intron-exon structure determination
To examine the domain organization of the predicted SBP proteins in moso bamboo in detail, multiple sequence alignments of SBP domain-containing sequences were performed using Clustal W software [39] , and we constructed a phylogenetic tree based on the complete PeSPL sequences using the N-J method as implemented in MEGA software (v5.1) [40] with a bootstrap analysis of 1000 replicates. The combined phylogenetic tree of OsSPL, ZmSPL and PeSPL protein sequences was generated using the same method. In addition, the predicted exon-intron structures of the PeSPL genes were visualized using the online Gene Structures Display Server (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn) by comparing the cDNA with the corresponding genomic DNA sequences.
Identification of conserved protein sequence motifs
Conserved motifs present in the PeSPL proteins were identified with the online MEME tool (http://meme.sdsc.edu/ meme/intro.html) using the default parameter settings: maximum number of motifs = 20; optimum motif length range between 6 and 200 [41] . We also used the Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search) [42] and SMART (http:// smart.embl-heidelberg.de/) databases to annotate the structural motifs [43] .
Identification of paralogs and rice orthologs in moso bamboo
We used BLASTn [44, 45] to perform all-against-all nucleotide sequence similarity searches of the transcribed SPL sequences to identify paralogous sequences as shown by Blanc and Wolfe [44] . Sequences that showed at least 40% identity with aligned regions >300 bp were defined as paralogs. Putative rice orthologs were identified by using each sequence as a query to search against all sequences from moso bamboo. If the SPL gene sequences gave the best hit, and >300 bp of the two sequences aligned, the two genes were then defined as being orthologous [46] .
Calculation of Ka/Ks values
Pairwise alignments of the paralogous and orthologous SPL gene sequence pairs were performed with ClustalX 2.11, and the results were further analyzed using MEGA 6.0. A synonymous substitution (Ks) is defined as a mutation in which a nucleotide base is replaced by a different base in a protein-coding region of a gene that does not result in an amino acid change in the encoded protein, while a non-synonymous substitution (Ka) results in a change in the amino acid sequence of a protein [47] . The non-synonymous and synonymous substitution rates were then calculated using DnaSP 5 to analyze gene duplication events [48, 49] . As described by Ks can be used as a proxy for time when dating large-scale duplication events [50] . Therefore, the date of duplication events was subsequently converted into divergence time (T) using the formula T = Ks/ 2λ × 10 −6 Mya for each gene pair. Based on previous studies, the approximate value of the clock-like synonymous substitution rate (λ) was 6.5 × 10 −9 years for both moso bamboo and rice [37, 51] .
Analysis of the putative promoter regions of the PeSPL genes
To identify the cis-elements in the putative promoter regions, we examined the 2000 bp upstream sequences of the PeSPL genes. We used the PLACE website (http:// www.dna.affrc.go.jp/PLACE/signalscan.html) [52] and Plant-CARE (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools /plantcare/html/) [53] to identify the predicted cis-regulatory elements present in the gene promoters.
Plant growth conditions and seedling treatments
The treatment-induced gene expression profiles of 32 PeSPL genes were examined in young leaves of threemonth old seedlings of moso bamboo grown from seeds collected from Guilin in Guang Xi Province, China. All seeds were provided and identified by the Guilin Forestry Bureau. The moso bamboo seeds were germinated in culture dishes on moist, sterile filter paper at 25°C in the dark. The seedlings were then moved into plastic pots containing a mixture of black soil and vermiculite and grown in a greenhouse under 14 h of light (from 07:30 to 21:30) at 24-28°C and 80% humidity. These seedlings were then used in experiments to assay gene expression in response to three stress conditions. The moso bamboo seedlings were watered with Hoagland's nutrient solution twice a week. The treatments were performed by spraying the young moso bamboo leaves individually with 100 μM gibberellin (GA), 20% polyethylene glycol-6000 (PEG) solution, and 100 μM salicylic acid (SA). The young leaves from the stress-treated plants were collected at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h after treatment. Untreated seedlings were used as the control groups. Also, tissue-specific transcription profiles of 32 PeSPL genes were analyzed in various vegetative and reproductive tissues in plants collected from Ningguo, Anhui Province, China. In addition, the permission of tissues collection and identification for the experiments were obtained from Jianguo Pei of Ningguo Forestry Bureau. The samples included various tissues (young leaves, mature leaves, roots, shoots, and panicles). After gathering, the plant tissues were immediately frozen in liquid N 2 and stored at −80°C prior to RNA extraction.
Microarray-based expression analysis
We performed a comprehensive expression profile of the PeSPL genes in order to reveal their function in moso bamboo growth and development. The data was obtained from the NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA) database. The unprocessed RNA-seq reads from BioProject ERP001341 were then pruned to eliminate low quality base-calls (Q < 20) and adaptor sequences using the pipeline Fastq clean [54] . The clean paired reads were mapped to the Phyllostachys edulis reference genome using the pipeline tophat2 with the default parameters. Briefly, TopHat2 uses Bowtie2 as an alignment 'engine' and breaks reads that Bowtie2 can not align on its own into segments [55] . And then, the differences in gene expression were tested with Cufflinks [55] . The heatmap of PeSPL gene expression was drawn with the Heatmapper Plus tool (http://www.bar.utoronto.ca/ntools/cgi-bin/ ntools_heatmapper.cgi) for seven moso bamboo tissues and different developmental stages (leaf, early panicle, advanced panicle, root, rhizome, 20-cm shoot, and 50-cm shoot) [56] .
RNA isolation and qRT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from frozen young leaf tissue from different stress treatments and different organs of moso bamboo with TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Ca, USA) as directed by the manufacturer. We synthesized firststrand cDNA using the Prime-Script™ RT Reagent Kit (TaKaRa) according to the manufacturer's instructions. We then designed 32 pairs of gene-specific primers using Primer Express 3.0. Primer specificity was checked by BLAST searches using data from a local CDS database downloaded from BambooGDB (http://www.bamboogdb.org/page/microrna.jsp). In this study, the TIP41 (tonoplast intrinsic protein 41) gene was used as a reference for normalization because it has a stable expression pattern [57] . qRT-PCR amplifications were performed on an ABI 7300 Real-Time system (Applied Biosystems) in 20 μl reactions containing 1 μl of each gene-specific primer, 1 μl of cDNA sample, 7 μl ddH 2 O, and 10 μl SYBR Green Master Mix reagent (Applied Biosystems). All primers for amplification of PeSPL genes are given in Additional file 1: Table S1 . The qRT-PCR amplification conditions were: 95°C for 30 s, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 10 s, 55°C for 15 s, and 72°C for 10 s. A melting curve analysis was performed for each sample to verify the specificity of the reactions. There were three biological and three technical replicates performed for each sample. The relative expression levels were evaluated using the ΔΔCT method. It is worth noting that for the stress treatments, relative gene expression [2 −ΔΔCT, CK (0 h) ] for each gene in the control plants was normalized to 1 as described previously [58] .
Results
Identification and characterization of SPL family genes in moso bamboo
In this study, we identified 32 SPL genes in moso bamboo after removing redundant sequences from further analysis. We named the 32 SPL genes PeSPL1 to PeSPL32 based on their chromosomal locations from top to bottom. All of these sequences were located, and the details of the SPL gene family in moso bamboo is given in Table 1 . The predicted PeSPL proteins varied greatly with respect to molecular weight and length. The moso bamboo SPL genes encode proteins ranging from 177 (PeSPL18) to 1071 (PeSPL30) amino acids (aa) in length, and from 18,838.3 (PeSPL18) to 118,663 (PeSPL30) kDa in molecular weight. The other characteristics of the individual SPL genes, including isoelectric point (pI) and the number of predicted exons, are also given in Table 1 .
Phylogenetic analysis of the PeSPL genes
The functions of some SPL genes have been characterized in rice (Oryza sativa), a model species in the botanical family Poaceae. To examine the inferred evolutionary relationships between the SBP domain-containing proteins in the grass family, we constructed a phylogenetic tree from alignments of the full-length SPL protein sequences for members of three major Poaceae subfamilies; the Bambusoideae (Phyllostachys edulis), Ehrhartoideae (rice), and Panicoideae (Zea mays) (Fig. 1) . The OsSPL and ZmSBP sequences were obtained, and we generated a phylogenetic tree using the Neighbor-joining (NJ) algorithm in MEGA software (v5.1) with the PeSPL sequences. The phylogenetic tree contains 82 putative SPL protein sequences from the three monocot species; 18 from the Oryza sativa, 32 from Zea mays, and 32 from P. edulis. The detailed characteristics of the SPL genes from rice and maize are given in Additional file 1: Table S2 . The phylogenetic tree showed that the predicted SPL proteins clustered into eight groups, G1-G8, as described previously (Fig. 1 ).
Determination of exon-intron structure and identification of conserved sequence motifs in moso bamboo SPL genes
We examined the structural diversity of the SPL gene family in moso bamboo by constructing a phylogenetic tree based on the full-length predicted PeSPL protein sequences. This analysis also grouped these proteins into eight clusters, and agrees well with the description given above for the three plant species (Figs. 1 and 2a) . A possible mechanism driving the evolution of multigene families involves genetic structural diversity. We compared the numbers, lengths, and arrangement of the exons and introns in the gene sequences ( Fig. 2b) to gain further insight into the structural diversity of the PeSPL genes. As shown in Fig. 2 , the genes in group 7, group 8, and PeSPL19 in group 6 contain the largest number of exons (11) . The other 26 genes contain between 1 and 7 exons. The results also show that PeSPL13 in group 3 has no introns or upstream sequences. In addition, the PeSPL11 gene in group 4 has no downstream sequence. An interesting feature of this analysis is that five sister gene pairs (PeSPL30/−14, PeSPL17/−2, PeSPL31/−5, PeSPL25/−6 and PeSPL4/−24) were found to have the same intron phase and intron/exon number. However, the intron lengths showed considerable length variation in these five sister gene pairs. We also identified some differences; for example, eight sister gene pairs (PeSPL20/−19, PeSPL13/−7, PeSPL32/−10, PeSPL29/−16, PeSPL28/−1, PeSPL12/−22, PeSPL21/−23 and PeSPL8/−9) varied greatly with respect to their structural organization and the numbers of introns and exons.
We initially searched for conserved sequence motifs using the MEME web server to further understand the compositions and diversity of motifs present in the predicted PeSPL proteins. A total of 20 distinct motifs were identified and designated motif 1 to motif 20 (Fig. 3) ; the details of the conserved amino acid sequences and their lengths are shown in Additional file 1: Table S3 . It is clear that some of the gene pairs (PeSPL4/−24, PeSPL25/−6, PeSPL31/−5, PeSPL8/−9, PeSPL6/−29, PeSPL25/−29) share complete motif profiles (Fig. 3) , and that the sister gene pairs in general contain very similar conserved structural motifs. In addition, it is very interesting that some motifs were found to be specific to only one or two groups of PeSPL proteins. For instance, motifs 9 and 10 are found exclusively in group G2, and motif 19 is only present in group G3.
Patterns of evolution and divergence in the SPL gene family between moso bamboo and rice Our analysis identified 16 putative paralogous gene pairs (Pe-Pe) in the moso bamboo genome and 21 ortholog pairs (Pe-Os) between the PeSPL and OsSPL genes using BLASTn sequence similarity analyses. All of the paralogous and orthologous pairs are listed in Table 2 . For every SPL gene pair, we calculated the Ka/Ks ratios to estimate divergence times for the duplicated SPL genes (see Additional file 1: Tables S4 and S5 ). To further The tree was generated with Clustal X 2.0 software using the neighbour-joining method study divergence times between rice and moso bamboo, we also performed a statistical analysis of the Ka/Ks ratios and the Ks values. The frequency distributions of the Ka/Ks and Ks values for the orthologous and paralogous gene pairs from the rice and moso bamboo genomes were calculated (Fig. 4) . The distribution of the calculated Ks values for the paralogous pairs in moso bamboo averaged~0.2 ( Fig. 4a) , indicating that the SPL genes experienced a large-scale duplication event approximately 15 million years ago (MYA). A previous study estimated the timing of a whole-genome duplication in moso bamboo at 7-12 MYA [37] , which could indicate that the large-scale duplication of the SPL genes occurred earlier. Also, for the rice-moso bamboo orthologous pairs, the major peak at 0.45 ( Fig. 4b) shows that for the SPL genes the divergence time is 34 MYA. A comparison with the previous study that concluded that the divergence time between moso bamboo and rice was 7-15 MYA indicates that the SPL genes underwent gene evolution prior to the separation of the two progenitor species [59] . The Ka/Ks peaks in the moso bamboo genome are distributed between 0.2-0.3 ( Fig. 4c) , while the Ka/Ks ratios between the rice and moso bamboo genomes are distributed at 0.4-0.5 ( Fig. 4d ) [59] . This suggests that there was strong purifying selection in the SPL genes between the moso bamboo and rice genomes, as well as for the paralogs in the moso bamboo genome.
Analysis of putative promoter regions in the PeSPL gene family
Gene expression patterns and/or tissue specificity in response to stress are largely determined by cis-regulatory elements [60] , and cis-regulatory elements in the promoter regions are closely correlated with multi-stimulus responsive genes [61, 62] . Four types of cis-elements containing a dehydration-responsive element, a TCA element involved in regulation of SA-related genes, a gibberellic acid response element (GARE) motif, and tissue-specific and development-related elements (Additional file 1: Table S6) were detected in current studies. This leds us to search the promoter regions of the moso bamboo SPL genes for possible stress-responsive and tissue-specific ciselements using the PLACE and PlantCARE databases. Cis-elements can be located 2000-bp upstream of the promoter sequences and have practical impact on binding to target genes [63, 64] . Therefore, we searched the 2000-bp upstream sequences to identify putative cisregulatory elements. We found many stress-and development-related elements in the promoter regions of the PeSPL genes. For example, there are~20 drought-stress elements (S000415) in the PeSPL24 promoter region, and the PeSPL10 promoter contains as many as 12 tissue-specific elements. In addition, many genes have one or two SA and gibberellin responsive elements. Thus, further analysis of the putative promoter regions of PeSPL family genes helps to advance our understanding of stress tolerance and tissue-specificity in moso bamboo. Our results provide an indication that most SPL genes may function to enhance stress resistance, and are related to the developmental pathway.
Differential expression profiling of SPL genes in moso bamboo tissues
In order to study the dynamics of PeSPL gene expression, we examined the gene expression profiles in different organs using high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), which is a next-generation sequencing technology that provides a snapshot of gene expression profiles and mRNA levels at a given time [65, 66] . The RNA-seq reads can be aligned to the draft genome sequence of moso bamboo [37] . Previous studies mainly focused on the expression profiles in different tissues [67] [68] [69] . However, the expression profiles of PeSPL genes are not well characterized at present. We used microarray analysis to estimate the expression level of each PeSPL gene in different plant organs. The microarray data for 32 PeSPL genes (Additional file 1: Table S7 ) was downloaded from the NCBI database, and a heatmap was generated (Fig. 5) .
The heatmap showed that six gene pairs (PeSPL2/ −17, PeSPL4/−24, PeSPL5/−31, PeSPL6/−25, PeSPL8/−9 and PeSPL14/−30) from the previously identified 16 paralogs in our study displayed distinct expression profiles in different developmental stages or different organs, revealing the different evolutionary fates of duplicated genes. For example, PeSPL25 was expressed at high levels in the early panicle (P1) and advanced panicle (P2), while its counterpart PeSPL6 had a relatively low expression level. However, the remaining 16 paralogous gene pairs had the same or similar relative expression levels. It is worth noting that 11 genes (PeSPL2, PeSPL3, PeSPL8, PeSPL9, PeSPL13, PeSPL14, PeSPL15, PeSPL17, PeSPL20, PeSPL27, and PeSPL30) showed high expression levels in these seven organs or developmental stages, suggesting that SPL genes play vital roles in plant development and growth.
Differential expression profiling of PeSPL genes
Plants often experience a variety of environmental stresses that affect their growth. Therefore, in our research, we examined the expression levels of all PeSPL genes under stress conditions to identify those that are involved in the responses to biotic and abiotic stress in moso bamboo. In a previous study, SA was reported to activate the transcription of many defense-related genes in response to pathogen infection [36] . In addition, SPL genes in Arabidopsis, such as SPL3 and SPL8, help mediate the response to GA signaling during plant development [17] . In addition, water content is a serious environmental stress that affects the growth of moso bamboo. When water resources are limited, plants reallocate this precious resource by restricting transpiration, and they frequently flower early [70] . It is wellknown that flowering will lead to death in moso bamboo. Thus, we used PEG to simulate drought conditions to observe its effect on the expression levels of PeSPL genes. In summary, we quantified the expression of the PeSPL genes in response to salicylic acid (SA), GA, and PEG (drought) treatments in moso bamboo using qRT-PCR.
Previous studies on SPL genes focused on plant growth and development by examining the relative expression in PeSPL25/OsSPL18
PeSPL6/OsSPL18
PeSPL29/OsSPL18
PeSPL13/OsSPL17
PeSPL3/OsSPL17 different tissues and during several stages of plant growth.
To investigate the roles of SPL genes in Phyllostachys edulis organs and development, we also performed qRT-PCR analyses to examine the relative expression of the 32 PeSPL genes in young leaves, mature leaves, roots, shoots, and panicles. In the SA treatment (Fig. 6) , 30 PeSPL family genes were found to be up-regulated; however, transcription of PeSPL5 and PeSPL19 was reduced at all time points. We found that PeSPL14 and PeSPL15 were highly expressed after 1 h of treatment, and the expression of PeSPL28 was highest at 6 h. showed the greatest up-regulation (by more than 230-fold), and transcription of PeSPL21 increased >110-fold at 24 h after treatment. In addition, there were six duplicated gene pairs; PeSPL1 and −28, PeSPL4 and −24, PeSPL7 and −13, PeSPL8 and −9, PeSPL16 and −29, and PeSPL21 and −23, that had similar expression profiles in response to SA treatment.
In the GA treatments (Fig. 7) , only three paralogous pairs, PeSPL1 and −28, PeSPL7 and −13, and PeSPL21 and −23, displayed similar expression profiles. However, differential expression patterns were observed in some duplicated gene pairs. For example, in the paralogous pair PeSPL14 and −30, PeSPL14 showed only minor changes in expression (~2-fold higher than the control), while transcription of PeSPL30 increased nearly 100-fold over the check at 24 h. In addition, the highest expression level of PeSPL17 occurred at 1 h, while that of PeSPL2 occurred at 24 h. The relative expression of genes PeSPL1, −3, −4, −11, −21, −22, −23, −25, −27, −28, −29, and 30 peaked at 24 h after treatment, and PeSPL3 was up-regulated by >330-fold compared to the control. Expression of three genes (PeSPL16, −17 and 18) peaked 1 h after treatment, while expression of PeSPL6, −7, −12, −13, and 24 also increased and the highest levels were observed at 12 h. The peak expression levels for PeSPL10 and PeSPL26 were observed after GA treatment for 3 and 6 h, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 8 for the simulated drought treatments, transcription of all SPL genes changed in moso bamboo leaves that had been watered with the PEG solution compared to the control. Under PEG treatment, expression of PeSPL3, −4, −6, −8, −9, −10, −11, −12, −16, −22, −23, −24 was induced rapidly and peaked at 1 h, whereas expression of PeSPL29 and PeSPL30 peaked at 3 h, and PeSPL13 peaked at 6 h. Interestingly, expression of PeSPL12 was strongly upregulated at 1 h by >200-fold, and then declined under drought treatment. PeSPL5, −15, and −19 were found to be down-regulated at all five time points. Comparing the relative expression patterns of all PeSPL genes revealed that five paralogous To predict possible functions of moso bamboo SPL genes in organ development, we determined the expression profiles of the 32 PeSPLs in five organs; young leaves (L1), mature leaves (L2), roots (R), shoots (S), and panicles (P) using qRT-PCR. There were a variety of transcription patterns observed for the different PeSPLs among the different tissues or developmental stages (Fig. 9) . Twenty genes (PeSPL4, −5, −6, −9, −10, −11, −12, −13, −15, −16, −17, −18, −19, −20, −23, −24, −25, −29, −31, and −32) were expressed in all organs analyzed, while the remaining 12 genes showed dramatically different organ-specific expression in the five organs and developmental stages. Among the 32 moso bamboo SPL genes, four showed the highest mRNA accumulation in the panicle (PeSPL7, −8, −21, and −30), two in roots, shoots, and panicles (PeSPL22 and −27), one in mature leaves and roots (PeSPL1), one in young leaves, roots, and panicles (PeSPL28), one in young leaves and mature leaves (PeSPL3), and one only in young leaves (PeSPL26). In addition, some paralogous gene pairs, such as PeSPL4/−24, PeSPL5/−31, PeSPL6/ −25, PeSPL10/−32, and PeSPL19/−20, showed similar expression patterns. However, most of the remaining gene pairs had very different expression patterns; for instance, PeSPL1 is highly expressed in mature leaves, while its paralog, PeSPL28, is expressed at a much lower level in the same tissue. Through comparisons with the heatmap, we found that most of the PeSPL genes had very similar expression levels in the same organs. The diverse transcription patterns observed in the different organs indicate that SPL genes in moso bamboo may play roles in the development of specific organs.
Discussion
The SPL genes are a plant-specific transcription factor family with no homologs in bacteria, animals, or humans [20, 71] . In the present study, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the SPL gene family in Phyllostachys edulis, and the complex function and characteristics of SPL genes have previously been analyzed in model plant species Arabidopsis and rice. In our study, we identified 32 putative SPL genes in the genome of moso bamboo, which is similar to the number found in maize. Based on analysis of the phylogenetic relationships, the predicted PeSPL gene family was divided into eight groups (G1-G8) (Fig. 1) . We found that all eight groups included different genes from rice, maize, and moso bamboo, indicating that the SPL genes had diversified prior to the evolutionary diversification of the three species. The phylogenetic tree also showed that the PeSPL genes grouped tightly with OsSPL and ZmSBP genes, which is consistent with the fact that maize and rice diverged from a common ancestor and are also monocots. In addition, the rice SPL14 gene was shown to promote panicle branching and increased rice grain yield in a previous study. Therefore, it is tempting to assume that PeSPL7, the ortholog of OsSPL14 in group 3 and a high expression level in panicle, is involved in the vegetative and reproductive stages in moso bamboo. For the PeSPL genes, analysis of their diverse intron/exon structures and protein motifs will contribute to an understanding of the different roles they play in development and growth. The PeSPL genes from groups 1, 4, and 7 shared similar exon-intron structures within the same phylogenetic clusters, suggesting that the evolutionary relationships of the SBP domains had a great relationship with the changing structures, which is consistent with the situation in rice [20] . The motif sequences and orders were similar for each pair of genes (Fig. 3) , which showed that these gene pairs may have similar functions in moso bamboo [35] . However, we noticed that some PeSPL proteins had highly divergent motif patterns. For instance, motif 19 was unique to group 3 and motif 6 was only found in PeSPL2, PeSPL15, and PeSPL17. Motifs 1, 2, and 3 were highly conserved and were present in most PeSPL proteins, which could be important to their functions as transcription factors. Therefore, the different motifs present in the PeSPL proteins are most probably the structural basis for their diverse functions. Many paralogous gene pairs arise from recent gene duplication events, which are important in driving evolution and rapid expansion [72] . In addition, gene duplication events also help organisms adapt to different environments during development and growth [73, 74] . In order to explore the patterns of macroevolution and estimate the evolutionary rates in moso bamboo, we estimated Ka and Ks for the paralogous (Pe-Pe) and orthologous (Pe-Os) gene pairs and calculated Ks and the Ka/Ks ratios for each gene pair. The Ks values predicted that a large-scale duplication event occurred~15 showed that a whole-genome duplication event in moso bamboo occurred 7-12 MYA, and that the divergence time between P. edulis and rice was 7-15 MYA [37] . When compared with these results, our study indicates that the SPL gene family experienced an earlier large-scale duplication event and diversified prior to the separation of the two most recent progenitor species. In addition, Ka/Ks ratio can be used to measure the historical choice of coding sequences [75] . In general, Ka/Ks ratios >1, =1, and <1 indicate that a gene has experienced positive selection, neutral selection, and negative or purifying selection, respectively [72, 76] . Interestingly, in our study, the Ka/ Ks ratios for the Pe-Pe and Pe-Os gene pairs were large at 0.45, and imply a strong selection constraint and purifying selection in the PeSPL genes. The analysis of SPL gene expression profiles in different tissues helps us understand the dynamics of gene expression in moso bamboo. Therefore, we used publicly available microarray data (NCBI accession number ERP001341) to analyse the gene expression profiles of the 32 SPL genes in moso bamboo. Our results suggested that most PeSPL genes are expressed at high levels and widely in the different organs or developmental stages that we examined. For instance, 14 of the 32 genes showed relatively high expression levels in all tissues, demonstrating that they may play important roles in processes involved in moso bamboo development and growth. In addition, we found that several PeSPL genes show tissue-specific expression. The mRNA levels of the 32 PeSPL genes in florets, leaves, and roots were significantly higher than in shoots (Fig. 5) , which suggests that PeSPLs might be involved in the development of florets, leaves, and roots in moso bamboo.
Plant genomes contain many stress-related genes allowing plants to adapt to adverse environmental conditions. Previous studies have focused mainly on the function of the SPL gene family in development, but the expression of these genes is rarely studied under stress conditions. In our study, we found that the PeSPL genes are highly regulated by environmental signals and play positive roles in biotic and abiotic stress responses. The PeSPL genes showed significant differential expression patterns under the three biotic and abiotic stress conditions tested. Most PeSPL genes were upregulated by the three stress treatments, suggesting that PeSPL genes may play crucial roles in regulating stress responses in moso bamboo. For example, the high expression of PeSPL7, −8, −13, −21, −29, −30 indicated that they may play essential role in response to pathogen infection (SA). In addition, PeSPL3, −7, −10, −11, −12, −13, −22, −27, −29, −30 and PeSPL3, −4, −8, −12, −21 may also have function in response to GA signaling and drought (PEG), respectively. We also found that some genes did not respond to these stresses, especially PeSPL19, which had low expression levels in response to the SA, GA, and PEG treatments. Furthermore, most of the paralogous gene pairs had similar expression levels and patterns under the three stress treatments in the same paralogous pair. These results may indicate that homologous genes have similar functions in the processes of organismal growth and development. Expression profiles of the 32 PeSPLs in five tissues showed that most of these genes were expressed at high levels in all tissues. Previous studies demonstrated that SPLs play vital roles in flower development [71, 77] , and miR 156 target the SPL transcription factors that cooperate to regulate bamboo flowering [78] . In our research, we found that most SPL genes in moso bamboo showed higher expression levels in the panicle. Except for PeSPL3 and PeSPL26, all of the PeSPL genes exhibited relatively high transcript levels in the flower (Fig. 9) , implying that these genes are important in flower development. In addition, miR 156 target the SPL transcription factors that cooperate to regulate bamboo flowering. Unlike most other plants, flowering is an unpredictable and uncontrollable event in moso bamboo, and the plants die after they flower [2] . The results of our study suggest that expression of PeSPLs in flowers provides a basic understanding for further investigations into the flowering mechanism in moso bamboo.
Conclusions
The results here represent the first genome-wide analysis of the SPL gene family in moso bamboo. We systematically analyzed the 32 predicted PeSPL genes, including their gene structure, phylogeny, conserved motifs, promoter regions, gene duplication, and expression profiling, which may be related to their biological functions. The phylogenetic analysis clustered these SPL genes into eight groups. In each group, the motif compositions and exon/intron structure were fairly well conserved. Furthermore, the expression patterns of PeSPL genes show that they play potentially important roles in mediating the effects of stress induced by drought (PEG), SA (pathogen infection), and GA. In addition, the expression patterns in various tissues show that PeSPL genes may function in moso bamboo growth and development. The results of our study establish a foundation for future studies on the functions of SPL genes in organ development and the plant stress response, and provide a basic understanding that may allow us to further elucidate the potential functions of the PeSPL genes in moso bamboo. Table S1 . Oligonucleotide primers used in qRT-PCR assays for all 32 PeSPL genes. Table S2 . Gene names and locus information for the SPL proteins in rice and maize. Table S3 . Protein sequences and lengths of the major motifs identified by MEME in the putative PeSPL proteins. Table S4 . Nucleotide substitution rates for the paralogous SPL gene pairs identified in the moso bamboo genome. Table S5 . Nucleotide substitution rates for the orthologous SPL gene pairs between moso bamboo and rice. Table S6 . Summary of abiotic stress-inducible ciselements in the promoter regions of SPL genes in moso bamboo. Table S7 . Microarray expression data for the 32 SPL genes in moso bamboo. These primary data was downloaded from NCBI, and then the relative expression level (log10 expression values) of 7 different issues or development stages was obtained after a series of manual processing. L, leaf; P1, early panicle; P2, advanced panicle; R, root; Rh, rhizome; S1, 20- Availability of data and materials RNA-seq data for expression profiles from this article were downloaded from NCBI database (accession numbers: ERP001341) (http://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/ sra/?study=ERP001341). The genome sequences of moso bamboo, rice and maize were obtained from moso bamboo GDB server (http://www.bamboogdb.org), Rice Genome Annotation Project database (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu) and Phytozome database (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov), respectively. Moso bamboo SPL gene IDs were listed in Table 1 . The IDs of rice and maize SPL gene were exhibited in Additional file 1: Table S2 .
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